
      

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

               
 

 

 

 

                   

 

 

 

               

  

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

THE CALIIFORNIA RAILROADD INDUUSTRY 

May 19, 2008 

Mike Schheible and Peggy Tarricoo 
Californiia Air Resouurces Board 
1001 I Sttreet 
P.O. Boxx 2815 
Sacramennto, CA 958812 

Re: Raillroad Indusstry Commeents on ARBB’s Preliminnary Goods Movementt Sector Scoping 
Plan Conncepts 

Dear Mikke and Peggyy: 

The memmbers of the AAssociation of Americann Railroads -- the Class I freight raillroads operating 
in California and the Pacific Harbbor Lines (thhe Railroadss) -- appreciaate the opporrtunity to 
provide ccomments onn ARB’s Preeliminary Gooods Movemment Sector SScoping Plann Concepts uunder 
AB 32 (thhe Preliminaary Conceptss) as presentted during thhe workshopp on April 155, 2007. We have 
directed oour commennts simultaneeously to botth of you as we are eageer to resolve any policy 
differencces as quicklyy as possiblee prior to thee release of tthe Scoping Plan. Accorrdingly, we 
request aa meeting as soon as posssible to discuuss the issuees in this lettter. 

The ARBB Staff’s Preeliminary Cooncepts for thhe Draft Scooping Plan caauses very seerious conceerns 
in two fuundamental wways: 

1. TThe Preliminaary Conceptts fail to builld a strategy that embodiies the widelly understoood 
prremise that iincreasing thhe portion off freight movved by rail wwould be benneficial in 
reeducing emissions from the Goods MMovement seector1. 

2. TThe Preliminaary Conceptts compoundd this shortcooming by prooposing rail yard specifiic 
grreenhouse gas (GHG) coontrol prograams for interrmodal rail yyards, and fuurthermore, ddo 
not propose aa carbon limiit for truckinng facilities. 

By propoosing a diminnishing carbbon footprintt on a facilityy or port leveel, the ARB staff ignores the 
efficiencyy benefits off rail over otther modes oof freight trannsportation and illogicallly burdens rrail 
rather thaan maximiziing its potenttial to reducee GHG stateewide. This ccounterproduuctive approoach 
is furtherr compoundeed by ARB’ss failure to ppropose a simmilar declininng carbon foootprint for 
trucks or trucking faccilities. Takeen together tthese two conncepts estabblish a flawedd foundationn for 

1 USEPA SSMARTWAY TRANSPORTTATION PARTTNERSHIP Teechnical Bullettin “A Glance at Freight 
Strategies:: Intermodal Shhipping,” pagee 1 
http://wwww.epa.gov/smmartway/documments/intermoodal%20shippping.pdf 

http://wwww.epa.gov/smmartway/documments/intermoodal%20shippping.pdf
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ARB’s proposed plan at the very outset of ARB’s historic efforts to initiate the Scoping Plan. 
The Railroads are committed to working with the ARB staff to get the Scoping Plan on the right 
track before the first Draft Scoping Plan is presented to the ARB Board on June 26, 2008. 

Recommendations 

1. The Draft Scoping Plan should simultaneously propose to reduce emissions from the Goods 
Movement sector while affirmatively recognizing the inherent advantage in greenhouse gas 
(GHG) reduction achieved by moving goods by rail instead of truck. Because railroads are, 
on average, three times more fuel efficient than trucks (in ton miles per gallon), every ton 
mile of freight that moves by rail instead of truck reduces GHG emissions by two thirds or 
more.2 These findings have been confirmed for Southern California in an analysis prepared 
for the Railroads by Dr. Larry Caretto, former ARB member and former Dean of the College 
of Engineering at Cal State Northridge (See attached chart).  Rail should be utilized to its full 
potential as a GHG emissions reduction strategy over the next 12 years “in furtherance of 
achieving the statewide greenhouse gas limit” by 2020, as required by AB 32.  

For instance, an AASHTO3 report estimates that an aggressive rail investment strategy could 
reduce truck vehicle miles traveled (VMT) by 10%.4 Using 2004 emissions inventory for 
trucks, reducing truck VMT by 10% would save approximately 3.57 MMT CO2e or a net 
savings of 2.39 MMT CO2e when accounting for the increase in locomotive emissions. Such 
a net savings would constitute over a 75% reduction of the entire the entire "railway" GHG 
inventory which was 3.189 MMT CO2e in 20045 and such reductions go far beyond the 
objective to return to 1990 levels. Said another way, this level of reductions would be more 
than 183% of the estimated reduction from ARB’s discreet early action GHG measure to 
"require existing trucks and trailers to be retrofitted with devices that reduce aerodynamic 
drag and rolling resistance." The GHG reductions from the business as usual base case in 
2020 would be even greater, since the net reduction would grow with the projected increase 
in freight volume. These reductions can and should be estimated as part of ARB’s Scoping 
Plan. 

2. At the same time, the Draft Scoping Plan should recognize that some increases in rail GHG 
emissions can be beneficial system wide, provided the increase can be tied to a shift from 
truck to rail. During the period when ARB will be trying to reduce GHG emissions statewide 
to meet the 2020 limit, the total amount of goods that will need to be moved within the state 
is very likely to increase to serve an ever-expanding population. Thus, if the Scoping Plan is 
to succeed in achieving GHG reductions, it will need to include policies that encourage the 
most efficient sources to move as many of the goods as possible. As currently proposed, the 

2 AAR, “Freight Railroads and Greenhouse Gas Emissions” February 2008, page 1 
http://www.aar.org/getFile.asp?File_id=466
3 American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 
4 AASHTO Freight Rail Bottom Line Report 2003 http://freight.transportation.org/doc/ex_railreport.pdf 
5 This number probably includes some passenger rail emissions, but is overwhelmingly freight rail. 

http://freight.transportation.org/doc/ex_railreport.pdf
http://www.aar.org/getFile.asp?File_id=466
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staff’s short-term measure for a declining carbon footprint at intermodal rail yards conflicts 
with increasing the use of rail.6 

3. The ARB’s first Draft Scoping Plan should not propose measures applicable to specific rail 
yards (such as the concept of a declining carbon footprint for rail yards), nor should it contain 
measures for specific air basins or air districts. Since railroads are the most efficient and 
cleanest way to move goods throughout California and between the states, the ARB should 
not place a specific emissions cap on any aspect of railroad operations. From a system wide 
perspective, such limitations could have the unintended consequence to increased congestion 
of rail, truck and even ship activities that would increase GHG emissions in California.  If 
allowed to persist, this type of increased congestion could lead to diversion of goods away 
from California and the kind of GHG “leakage” that AB 32 requires ARB to minimize. 

4. ARB should propose only the control measures or strategies (long term and short term) that it 
has legal authority to impose.  Measures that are preempted should not be proposed.  For 
example, in 1995, Congress broadened the express preemption provision of the former 
Interstate Commerce Act.  Congress made the Surface Transportation Board’s jurisdiction 
over rail transportation "exclusive"7 and defined "transportation" very broadly to include "a 
locomotive, car, vehicle, vessel, warehouse, wharf, pier, dock, yard, property, facility, 
instrumentality, or equipment of any kind related to the movement of passengers or property, 
or both, by rail, regardless of ownership or an agreement concerning use."8 

5. The Draft Scoping Plan should not use a new and unreviewed methodology to estimate 
railroad emissions. The Draft Scoping plan should not contain any new locomotive 
inventories or methodologies for estimating locomotive emissions that the Railroads have not 
had a chance to review and comment on.9 

In summary, it is counterproductive for ARB to consider including a carbon footprint measure 
for rail yards and ports in the first ARB Draft Scoping Plan. Such measures could ultimately lead 
to an increase in overall GHG emissions from freight movement on a total statewide basis by 
2020. Rail yards are a critical part of a large, multi-modal, goods movement system and AB 32 
requires that the Scoping Plan consider the entire system and minimize leakage. ARB should 
encourage the development of additional clean and efficient rail transport by 2020. ARB should 
not limit the amount of commerce that could be processed at or through specific rail yards.  If 

6 We have not yet received the details of this proposal. When we do, we can evaluate it more thoroughly from a 
technical, policy and legal perspective.  Of course, AB 32 and its programs must comply with applicable federal 
laws, including the restrictions on state regulation of railroad operations under the Interstate Commerce Commission 
Termination Act (ICCTA). 
7 49 U.S.C. § 10501(b) 
8 49 U.S.C. § 10102(9) 
9 More generally, AB 32 clearly authorizes and requires ARB to take a scientifically sound approach in the Scoping 
Plan to goods movement on system wide basis: “The state board shall evaluate the total potential costs and total 
potential economic and noneconomic benefits of the plan for reducing greenhouse gases to California’s economy, 
environment, and public health, using the best available economic models, emission estimation techniques, and 
other scientific methods.” (Cal. H&S Code §38561 (d)) 
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rail yard GHG emissions are limited, then the only alternative to move goods would be to shift 
them to trucks – and ARB is not proposing to limit the carbon footprint for either truck fleet 
owners or trucking facilities. This approach would lead to an increase in GHG emissions 
statewide by 2020 and make it much harder and more costly to achieve the statewide GHG 
emission limit by 2020.  

The Railroads look forward to discussing policy concerns with you at the earliest opportunity. 
You can reach me at 415-421-4213 x12 or Kirk@ceaconsulting.com if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Kirk Marckwald  
Association of American Railroads (AAR) 

cc: 
James Goldestene  
Chuck Shulock 
Harold Holmes 
Lanny Schmid, UPRR 
Mark Stehly, BNSF 
Andrew Fox, PHL 
Mike Rush, AAR 

mailto:Kirk@ceaconsulting.com

